Carbyne is the one-dimensional allotrope of carbon composed of sp-hybridized carbon atoms. Definitive evidence for carbyne has remained elusive despite its synthesis and preparation in the laboratory. Given the remarkable technological breakthroughs offered by other allotropes of carbon, including diamond, graphite, fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and graphene, interest in carbyne and its unusual potential properties remains intense. We report the first synthesis of carbyne with finite length, which is clearly composed of alternating single bonds and triple bonds, using a novel process involving laser ablation in liquid. Spectroscopic analyses confirm that the product is the structure of sp hybridization with alternating carbon-carbon single bonds and triple bonds and capped by hydrogen. We observe purple-blue fluorescence emissions from the gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of carbyne. Condensedphase carbyne crystals have a hexagonal lattice and resemble the white crystalline powder produced by drying a carbyne solution. We also establish that the combination of gold and alcohol is crucial to carbyne formation because carbon-hydrogen bonds can be cleaved with the help of gold catalysts under the favorable thermodynamic environment provided by laser ablation in liquid and because the unique configuration of two carbon atoms in an alcohol molecule matches the elementary entity of carbyne. This laboratory synthesis of carbyne will enable the exploration of its properties and applications.
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of fullerene in 1985 initiated exciting new research on allotropes of carbon, including carbon nanotubes and, more recently, graphene; significant scientific discoveries and technological advances have been made based on these new carbon materials (1, 2) . The well-established forms of carbon are diamond (with three-dimensional sp 3 -hybridized carbon atoms) and graphite (with two-dimensional sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms), which have been known and used for millennia (3). More carbon allotropes have been discovered, such as fullerenes (1) , nanotubes (4) , and graphene (consisting of sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms), and lonsdaleite (5) and C 8 (6) (composed of sp 3 -hybridized carbon atoms); each shows unusual properties, which are usually different from those of either diamond or graphite, offering technological breakthroughs (2) . A third type of carbon atom hybridization, namely, one-dimensional sp hybridization, gives the allotrope carbyne, a onedimensional form of carbon consisting of sp-hybridized carbon atoms; diamond and graphite are three-dimensional and two-dimensional forms of carbon, respectively (Fig. 1) .
Carbyne is elusive and has so far proved impossible to synthesize in a well-defined form in the laboratory (7, 8) . Astrophysicists have proposed that, based on the observation of a new hexagonal carbon phase in meteorites, carbyne might exist as meteorites (9) and as a by-product of shock-fused graphite (10) . Materials physicists have reported the presence of similar hexagonal carbon phases in the laboratory syntheses of carbyne by a number of routes, such as graphite sublimation and dehydrohalogenation of polymers (11, 12) . In these cases, there was no substantial evidence of the existence of carbyne (that is, a linear onedimensional framework composed of sp-hybridized carbon atoms) in the resulting products. Synthetic chemists have therefore synthesized series of conjugated polyynes as carbyne models (13, 14) . However, carbyne crystals (the condensed phase of carbyne), which are proposed to have a hexagonal phase constructed of one-dimensional carbyne (15) , have not been obtained by synthetic chemists. On all accounts, the resulting products or materials are ill-defined; definitive evidence for the existence of carbyne has not been obtained, and its specific properties have not yet been determined. Is carbyne a myth (16, 17) ?
Here, we show for the first time that carbyne with finite length can be synthesized under ambient conditions in the laboratory using a novel laser ablation in liquid (LAL) process (18) (the LAL process is shown in Supplementary Section I and fig. S1 ). We systemically and experimentally characterized this carbyne as follows. We show the first entire Raman spectrum of carbyne; it has two sharp peaks, at 1050 and 2175 cm −1 , characteristic of carbon-carbon single bonds and triple bonds, respectively. We also observed, for the first time, strong purpleblue fluorescence from the intrinsic emissions of carbyne. In addition, we produced hexagonal carbyne crystals as white powder (white carbon) from a solution of the synthesized carbyne. We established that the combination of gold and alcohol is crucial to carbyne formation in this case because carbon-hydrogen bonds can be cleaved with the help of gold catalysts under the favorable thermodynamic environment provided by LAL and because the unique configuration of two carbon atoms in an alcohol molecule matches the elementary entity of carbyne. These results show that researchers have synthesized the welldefined products of carbyne, implying that we are at the threshold of a new era of carbyne science and technology.
RESULTS
Carbyne synthesis was divided into two processes. First, a solution of the products was synthesized using LAL, and this solution was then purified using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC , generated by carbon-carbon triple bonds, is strong evidence for the presence of carbines (19, 20) . The Raman signal of carbon-carbon single bonds is observed at about 1060 cm −1 (21) . In our study, the micro-Raman spectra (633-nm laser source) of the samples showed two sharp peaks, at 1050 and 2175 cm −1 , which have been identified as the characteristic peaks of the carboncarbon single bonds and triple bonds, respectively, of carbyne ( Fig. 2A) . A laser source with a different wavelength (514 nm) was also used for micro-Raman measurements (results shown in fig. S2 ). No other peaks were observed in the region 1000 to 3000 cm −1
. The full widths at half maximum values of the Raman peaks were small, suggesting that the sample has high purity and crystallinity. This was the first time that the Raman peak of carbyne carbon-carbon single bonds (at 1050 cm −1 ) was observed.
The experimental measurements were verified by first-principles simulation of the Raman spectrum of carbyne with a chain of 10 carbon atoms ( fig. S3 ). The theoretical calculation results were in agreement with the experimental data. The Raman spectra of the samples obtained at other HPLC retention times (such as 4.5 min) showed the signals for amorphous carbon and sp 2 carbon ( fig. S4A ). The carboncarbon triple bonds of carbyne are commonly identified using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (19) The signal in the FTIR spectrum at 2157 cm −1 (Fig. 2B ) was in agreement with the reported value for carbon-carbon triple bonds (between 2000 and 2200 cm −1 ) (19) . These spectroscopic analyses showed that carbyne with onedimensional sp hybridization, consisting of alternating single bonds and triple bonds, was synthesized in our study.
The ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectrum of the sample obtained at an HPLC retention time of 2.3 min is shown in Fig. 3A  and fig. S5A . The peaks located at 230 and 238 nm were attributed to p→p* absorption (22) . The as-synthesized product and the sample obtained at 2.3 min via HPLC were transparent and colorless (Fig. 3A,  inset) . The UV-Vis spectrum of the as-synthesized products is shown in fig. S5B . The absorption peaks (230 and 238 nm) of the sample obtained at 2.3 min were stronger than those obtained before HPLC treatment. These two peaks were similar to the results of a hydrogenterminated carbon chain with eight atoms (23) . The corresponding mass spectrum and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum matched the carbon chain with sp hybridization well (detailed analysis in fig. S6 ). Strong purple-blue fluorescence was observed from a solution of the synthesized carbyne upon excitation from 330 to 400 nm at increments of 10 nm (Fig. 3B) . Clearly, the fluorescence peaks at 410, 435, and 465 nm did not change with changing excitation wavelength, indicating that these peaks originated from an intrinsic carbyne emission. Purple-blue fluorescence (Fig. 3B, inset Intensity (au)
Raman shift (cm It is clear that the gaps between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of carbyne monotonically decrease with increasing number of carbon atoms. For the 4-and 100-carbon carbynes, the HOMO-LUMO gap is 4.061 and 0.487 eV, respectively, implying the tuning of energy gaps (from broad to narrow) accompanying the increase in carbon atoms in carbyne. (F) For comparison, the relative energy in vertical coordinates represents the absolute value of relative binding energy. Negative binding energy corresponds to a stable configuration. The greater is the absolute value, the higher is the stability of carbyne chains. The relative absolute value of binding energy decreases with increasing number of carbon atoms in carbyne, but the decreasing speed gradually becomes slower and ultimately reaches a specific value. Dotted horizontal curve, trend reaching a specific value; circle, turning point in the curve.
xenon lamp (Fig. 3C, inset) . However, the samples obtained at other HPLC retention times (such as 4.5 min) were not fluorescent ( fig. S4B ). This phenomenon is in agreement with the Raman results (that is, the samples obtained at other retention times were not carbyne). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that fluorescence emission from carbyne was observed.
Nanostructures synthesized using LAL (18) usually come in a range of sizes. The synthesized carbyne should therefore have a range of chain lengths. On the basis of our theoretical calculations (Fig. 3E) , the gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of carbyne changes with chain length, and there is a distinct trend toward a finite gap, estimated to be about 0.48 eV. Obviously, the bandgap of carbyne is determined by the corresponding chain length. Accordingly, the three fluorescence peaks, at 410, 435, and 465 nm, are probably derived from carbyne with 8 to 12 carbon atoms (Fig. 3D ). To find out why these special carbynes are dominant in the sample, we calculated the stability of carbyne with different lengths. Figure 3F shows that the absolute values of relative binding energy decrease with an increasing number of carbon atoms in the carbyne. However, the decreasing speed gradually becomes slower and ultimately reaches a specific value. In other words, chains are inclined to grow longer as more energy is obtained. Thus, the thermodynamic force provided by LAL should drive carbyne to grow longer. A zone appears near 10 atoms (Fig. 3F ), which seems to be "a dividing region" (dotted circle) in the curve indicating that binding energy dramatically changes with less than 10 atoms but only slightly changes with more than 10 atoms. Thus, this monotonic decline curve shows that the longer the chain is, the smaller the absolute value of the binding energy and the less stable it is; that is, carbyne driven by LAL tends to grow longer, but longer chains seem to be unstable. Thus, there must be a balance between them. In our case, LAL can supply the finite thermodynamic force needed to drive carbyne to form the chains with about 10 atoms, but it cannot promote longer chains with smaller absolute values of binding energy because of energy barrier.
We produced carbyne crystals by repeatedly dropping a carbyne solution onto silicon substrates and obtained white powders on substrate surfaces. The x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern (Fig. 4A) shows clean, shaped, strong peaks, indicating carbyne crystals with good crystallinity. These peaks are indexed to the hexagonal structure of carbyne. Clearly, these white powders (that is, carbyne crystals) are polycrystalline. There is an obvious preferred orientation along the c axis. When these white powders were coated on glass substrates, the condensed phase of carbyne ("white carbon") (10, 11) was obtained (Fig.  4A, inset) . The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 4B shows that the carbyne crystals consist of stacked flakes. In general, flake-like crystals readily grow along the c axis, consistent with the XRD pattern. The corresponding energy-dispersive x-ray spectrum (EDS) (Fig. 4B, inset) shows that the sample contains carbon, oxygen, and gold. The oxygen originates from surface adsorption. The corresponding transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image in Fig.  4C shows carbyne nanorods 10 to 30 nm wide and 50 to >100 nm long. The different morphologies observed in the TEM and SEM images are ascribed to different types of crystallization from the carbyne solution. The tiny spherical particles on the surfaces of carbyne nanorods are gold; this is why a gold signal is detected in the EDS for both SEM (Fig. 4B, inset) and TEM (Fig. 4J) . The corresponding EDS for TEM shows that the sample is almost completely composed of carbon (95.6%). In addition, oxygen (2.42%) and copper (0.76%) peaks come from adsorbed oxygen molecules and the copper grid. A SiO film supported by formvar has also been used to confirm the origin of carbon and oxygen to more accurately check the element ( fig. S7) . Energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) results obviously show that carbon content increased by 28% compared with that of the pure SiO film supported by formvar, indicating that carbyne is almost entirely made up of carbon (for a detailed analysis, see fig. S7 ). The corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of the carbyne crystals were obtained. We studied more than 30 carbyne crystals and divided their SAED patterns and HRTEM images into three categories based on the direction of the incident electron beam (that is, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , [012] , and [001]), as shown in Fig. 4 (D to I) . Two of these are rectangular lattices, and one is a hexagonal lattice. A combination of these results and the XRD patterns shows that the carbyne crystal has a hexagonal structure with a = 5.78 Å, b = 5.78 Å, c = 9.10 Å, a = 90°, b = 90°, and g = 120°.
To clarify the crystalline structure of these carbyne crystals, we constructed the carbyne crystal structure shown in Fig. 5A based on three considerations. First, the Raman and FTIR spectra show that carbyne only contains sp hybridization; therefore, it is a one-dimensional chain. Second, the XRD and SAED patterns confirm a hexagonal structure; therefore, they can be used to directly determine the a and b lattice parameters in the x-y plane. Third, the length of c is obtained from the XRD pattern (that is, 9.1 Å). If the carbyne chain is straight (without kinks), the length of c should be the sum of the lengths of the carboncarbon single bonds and triple bonds (about 2.6 Å); however, this does not match our experimental results. To resolve this dilemma, we used a kinked chain conformation (15) . The lengths of the c axes are functions of the number of carbon atoms n in the chain and the kink angle (the angle between the vertical direction and the kinked bond). If we use eight carbon atoms in the chain and a kink angle of 30°, the a and b lattice parameters will be the same as the experimental value (5.78 Å) and the length of c will be 9.92 Å, which is the sum of the lengths of four carbon-carbon triple bonds and two carboncarbon single bonds, plus two kinked bonds. The length was slightly longer than the experimental value (9.1 Å) because the lengths of the carbon-carbon single bond (1.33 Å) and triple bond (1.24 Å) were obtained from the carbyne chain after structure optimization. However, bending of the chain caused variations in bond length, leading to changes in chain length (24) . We took these three factors into account in building the structural framework of the carbyne crystal (Fig. 5A) . We found that the distance between neighboring carbon atoms was 3.34 Å, which is close to the layer spacing of graphite. The force connecting the carbon chains can therefore be considered as van der Waals forces. These characteristics exactly fit Heimann et al.'s (15) description of linear carbon polytypes, in which the chains are thought to be arranged parallel to the c axes and bonding is achieved by intermolecular linkages. Our constructed structural framework is therefore reasonable. To determine whether this proposed structure is stable, we calculated its stability using the SIESTA code (25) , which is based on the standard Kohn-Sham self-consistent density functional theory. The equilibrium configuration obtained after structure optimization indicates that the proposed hexagonal model is stable (Fig. 5B) . The kinked carbyne chains are unexpectedly deformed into a helix in the crystalline structure; therefore, the carbyne crystal resembles parallel arrays of helices. This helix-like shape is similar to the bent carbyne chains identified in the theoretical results (24) . The carbyne chain can be easily bent with a small arc, and the thinnest carbon wire (an sp-carbon chain, which contains only a single atom in its cross section) should be much easier to bend than a carbon nanotube. These results therefore indicate that a carbyne crystal with a bent structure may be an important characteristic of sp-carbon chains. The lengths of the carbon-carbon single bonds and triple bonds in the optimized structure change to 1.27 and 1.30 Å, respectively; this verifies our proposal that bending of the carbyne chains causes variations in bond lengths. We compared the stability of stable carbyne crystals with those of diamond and graphite (Table 1) . The carbyne crystal has the highest binding energy among these carbon allotropes, which means that it is a metastable carbon phase. Although they show a metastable property, the carbyne solution and the carbyne crystals remain stable after 6 months of storage ( fig. S8 ). However, carbyne exhibits thermal instability. It transforms into amorphous carbon when temperature is elevated to about 300°C for 30 min (fig. S9 ).
DISCUSSION
To shed light on the mechanism of carbyne formation, we performed thermodynamic and kinetic analyses based on the phase diagram of carbon, the C 2 emission spectrum, and TEM data (Fig. 6 ). In general, four kinds of chemical reactions take place in laser-induced plasma and at the interface between the liquid and the laser-induced plasma during the transformation of the laser-induced plasma ( fig. S10 ]. Sequentially, a pair of a-H and b-H in alcohol molecules is broken under the effect of Au ions as a result of the well-known reaction wherein alcohol is dehydrogenated by gold catalysts (26) . At the same time, the initial C-C single bonds in alcohol molecules become the C=C double bonds [reaction (ii)]. Afterward, another pair of a-H and b-H breaks again, accompanied by generation of the -C≡C-triple bond connecting with the Au-H intermediates and the oxygen atom. These Au-H intermediates can react with some nucleophiles such as hydroxyl groups or oxygen, which removes hydrogen from the gold surface to generate water (26) . Finally, the isolated -C≡C-species are synthesized [reaction (iii)]. In our case, these synthesized -C≡C-species are the basic units of the one-dimensional carbyne chain.
In fact, this "-C≡C-" configuration in the final product is similar to a diatomic carbon (or simply a C 2 molecule having the same number of carbon atoms). Recent research showed that the bonding picture of C 2 molecules has been proven to be a major triply bonded structure (27) , suggesting that C 2 molecules are likely to be the physical entities of the "-C≡C-" configuration in our case. Therefore, we infer that C 2 is the building block of carbyne formation. To check whether C 2 has indeed been generated in the reaction system, we used an in situ spectrum to detect C 2 emission during the laser ablation of the Au target (C) The emission spectra of different solvents during LAL; the peak of alcohol (558.1 and 563.3 nm) in the emission spectrum corresponding to the C 2 swan band for Dv = −1. The spectra of nonalcohol solvent greatly differ from those of alcohol, and no C 2 signal can be detected. (D) Similar fluorescence peaks using nanosecond (ns) and femtosecond (fs) lasers. (E) The thermodynamic phase diagram of carbyne adopted by Whittaker (33) . Green region, the preferred thermodynamic region for carbyne formation. (F) Individual carbyne nanorod with gold nanocrystals adheres to its surface; the cartoon depicts how this structure forms. Scale bar, 10 nm.
in alcohol (fig. S11 ). It turned out that the peaks were located at 558.1 and 563.3 nm in the emission spectrum (Fig. 6C) , corresponding to the C 2 swan band for Dv = −1 (28) arising from transitions between the electronic states d 3 P g and a
3
P u (29) and providing straightforward evidence for the formation of C 2 molecules in our case. In addition, we collected the spectra of the other kinds of solvent that were similar to alcohol, including methanol, acetone, n-propanol, and isopropanol (Fig. 6C ). Although these solvents have similar functional groups such as hydroxyl groups, their spectra greatly differs from that of alcohol, and no C 2 signal can be detected. TEM images of the product synthesized from a nonalcohol solvent (figs. S12, A to D, and S13) and a Raman signal ( fig. S14 ) further confirm our results. No carbyne crystals, except for tiny Au nanoparticles, could be observed.
The experimental evidence mentioned above shows that alcohol plays an essential role in the nucleation and growth of carbynes in LAL. In terms of molecular structure, alcohol has two carbon atoms and a hydroxyl group. This configuration with two carbon atoms happens to match that of a diatomic carbon (that is, C 2 molecules). In this way, it is easy to understand why methanol, propanol, and isopropanol cannot form carbyne. Additionally, the hydroxyl in alcohol is also important because the first step in the entire process is the formation of the Au-H intermediate by Au ions reacting with hydroxyl in alcohol. Therefore, we deduce that the solvent in LAL consists of two carbon atoms in a pair and at least one hydroxyl. Under this consideration, alcohol seems to be the best choice for synthesizing carbyne in our case.
Not only did the solvent matter, but the target materials were also key factors in the entire process because they acted as catalysts in the series of chemical reactions mentioned above. We chose platinum as the target material to replace gold. Although platinum has a catalytic property similar to that of Au, no carbyne (based on TEM observations) was found, and only tiny platinum nanoparticles (~2 nm) appeared ( fig. S12E ). In our case, gold was superior to platinum because the gold surface was preponderantly covered by adsorbed hydrogen (30) , which may have caused the cleavage of carbon-hydrogen bonds to proceed more readily.
As mentioned above, plasma is involved in a high-temperature and high-pressure state. In our case, temperature was deduced to range from 2500 to 5000 K (31), and pressure was deduced to range from 2 to 5 GPa (32). The carbyne phase diagram reported by Whittaker (33) suggests that carbyne formation is in favor of the high-temperature range of 2600 to 3800 K and the pressure range of 4 to 6 GPa (Fig. 6E) . We can clearly see that the thermodynamic environment provided by LAL is very suitable for the nucleation and growth of carbyne and is the stable phase region of carbyne. Therefore, those -C≡C-species from the series of chemical reactions above can easily nucleate and grow in the thermodynamic environment created by LAL. Finally, the carbyne chain forms during plasma quenching.
An "energy threshold" exists based on our experiments. This means that carbyne formation can be achieved only beyond the laser energy threshold under the same focal conditions. In our case, this energy threshold is about 200 mJ/pulse. When laser power is reduced to below 200 mJ/pulse, carbyne becomes difficult to synthesize. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the temperature and pressure of the plasma created by LAL strongly depend on laser power (18) . If laser power is reduced to below the critical value, the temperature and pressure of the plasma will drop correspondingly and thus may not reach the criteria for carbyne formation.
Laser pulse width accounts for much of the size of the final product during LAL. In general, the shorter the laser pulse width is, the shorter the quench time of the plasma is and the smaller the product is (18) . Therefore, to check whether the laser pulse width can be used to adjust the number of carbon atoms in the synthesized carbyne in our case, we used a femtosecond pulsed laser (35 fs, 4 mJ/pulse, 1000 Hz) instead of a nanosecond laser to perform the same experiment. We successfully synthesized carbyne using femtosecond LAL ( fig. S15A ). However, the synthesized carbyne still maintains about 10 carbon atoms ( fig.  S15B and Fig. 6D) . Thus, these results show that the formation of a carbyne chain with about 10 carbon atoms by LAL is preferable and that pulse width seems to have no effect on the chain length of carbyne.
The discussion above shows that gold ions in plasma play an essential role in cleaving carbon-hydrogen bonds and in providing sufficiently high temperatures and pressure for carbyne nucleation and growth. Nearby gold nanoparticles closely adhere to the surfaces of carbyne crystals when synthesized carbynes condense into carbyne crystals. Convincingly, the HRTEM image (Fig. 6F) shows that many tiny gold nanoparticles surround individual carbyne crystals. The interplanar spacing of nanoparticles is 0.235 nm, corresponding to the (111) plane of gold. In addition, larger carbyne crystals can be formed by arranging these carbyne nanorods side by side ( fig. S16 ). These Au nanoparticles mostly adhered to carbyne crystals instead of dispersed Au nanoparticles in the carbon grid based on TEM observation, suggesting that there exists some attraction between Au nanoparticles and carbyne crystals. Thus, these results suggest that Au behaves as a soft Lewis acid or electrophile (34) , whereas the "-C≡C-" triple bond behaves as a nucleophile. These two reagents may lead to an attractive interaction. These Au nanoparticles are inclined to adsorb on the surface of carbyne crystals.
In summary, we obtained sufficient solid experimental evidence to substantiate the synthesis of carbyne with finite length under ambient conditions in the laboratory using LAL. We also showed strong purpleblue fluorescence from the intrinsic emissions of carbyne. We produced hexagonal carbyne crystals (that is, the condensed phase of carbyne) through the natural drying of a solution of synthesized carbyne, and theoretical calculations confirmed that the carbyne crystal is a metastable phase of carbon. This method is suitable for carbyne synthesis, enabling the exploration of the properties and potential applications of carbyne.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Carbyne synthesis
Carbyne synthesis was performed using LAL (17) . A gold target (99.99% purity) was fixed on the bottom of a quartz chamber. Absolute ethanol was poured into the chamber until the target was covered by 8 mm. The second harmonic produced by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser device (with a wavelength of 532 nm, a pulse width of 10 ns, a repetition frequency of 5 Hz, and a laser pulse energy of 500 mJ) was focused on the target. The spot size was smaller than 1 mm. A continuous nitrogen flow prevented the alcohol from burning. After 30 min, the solution was analyzed using HPLC. The samples obtained at 2.3 min were collected for characterization. Carbyne is soluble in organic solvents (such as alcohol, acetone, and toluene) but is insoluble in water. We estimate solubility as follows: 2 ml of alcohol can dissolve 0.1 mg of carbyne; therefore, solubility was estimated to be higher than that (0.05 mg/ml) of alcohol. Because the scale of the sample in one synthesis was limited, we accumulated the sample for about 10 syntheses. The scale of the sample was 0.987 mg. After HPLC treatment, the scale of the sample was reduced to 0.102 mg.
Carbyne characterization HPLC was used to separate specimens from the as-synthesized solution. The solution was filtered through a column (Zorbax Eclipse XDB-C8) in a high-performance liquid chromatograph (series 1200; Agilent Technologies), with methanol/water (97:3, v/v) as mobile phase. The carbynes eluted from the column were identified using a diode array detector. The Raman and FTIR spectra of the samples deposited on silicon substrates were recorded using a Renishaw inVia Plus Laser micro-Raman spectrometer (with laser irradiation at l = 514 and 633 nm) and a Bruker Equinox 55 spectrometer coupled with an infrared microscope, respectively. UV-Vis spectra of the samples were obtained using a UV 3150 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). Fluorescence measurements were performed at room temperature using an Edinburgh FLS920 spectrofluorophotometer with a 450-W xenon lamp and a photomultiplier tube operated in photon-counting mode as detector. The gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) data of carbyne were recorded with a Finnigan Voyager GC-8000 Top Series GC-MS System with an electron impact mass selective detector. The following oven temperature program was adopted: the temperature was kept at 40°C for 2 min, increased by 5°C/min up to 110°C, and increased by 15°C/min up to 250°C, which was kept constant for a further 2 min. The carbyne solution was dried at room temperature, and the sample was dissolved again in methanol-d 4 for 13 C NMR (500 MHz, Bruker Avance III).
Characterization of carbyne crystals XRD was performed using a Rigaku D/Max-IIIA x-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation (l = 1.54056 Å, 40 kV, 20 mA) at a scanning rate of 2 deg/s. TEM images, SAED patterns, and HRTEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM-2010HR instrument (at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV), an FEI Tecnai G2 F30 transition electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun (at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV), and an EDX spectrometer. The sample was pipetted onto a carbon support film on a copper grid. SEM images of the as-synthesized samples were obtained using a Quanta 400F field emission scanning electron microscope operated at 10 kV.
Theoretical calculations
The theoretical calculations were divided into four parts: determination of the electronic properties of the linear carbyne, simulation of the Raman spectrum of carbyne, evaluation of the stability of carbyne, and determination of the structure and stability of carbyne crystals. The details of all calculation processes are available in the Supplementary Materials.
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